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Medicating horses is a hot topic, especially in sport horse and racing circles. Controversy surrounds
issues such as proper dosage and threshold levels and how far in advance of competition
medication can be given. But the fact remains that horses, like humans, do need various
medications when they become ill or injured. For horse owners, the issue of medication can be
daunting and confusing. How do you know your horse is receiving the right medication and in the
right amount? Understanding Equine Medications takes this complex topic and breaks it down into
its simpler components by discussing commonly used medications and how they work, medication
rules for competition, and methods of administering medications.
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Understanding Equine Medications is the handbook I have been waiting a lifetime for!!! I have been
breeding and handling horses for the past 30 years, have spent countless dollars and too many
frustrating moments when faced with a crisis and needed help. Many times our moments of crisis
can be avioded IF we have the information we need, in laymans terms. Dr. Forney has produced an
outstanding publication in providing much needed information for all horse owners, in all areas of
horsemanship.I now have the inside story on medications that I need, which could prevent a very
costly mistake clearly due to lack of knowledge of medications and usage. This publication should
relieve many veterinarians of middle of the night phone calls, prevent hysterical horse owners
unusual amounts of gray hair, and most importantly, provide the horse with the care and help they

need. Thank you Dr. Barbara Forney, you are a goddess!!Dr. Forney is that rare individual that not
only understands medication doseage, the history of medication, yet is an avid horse person
herself. It is evident that this book provides us with USEFUL knowledge written from the perspective
of someone who 'has been there' which carries great credibility and usefulness. Bravo, it rates a 10!
Sincerely ,Jennifer H. Jones, Swift LevelOwner and breeder of Connemara/TB Crosses

My new trainer recommended this book for me so when she was medicating or telling of different
meds , all I had to do is look them up and have it told to me in simple words rather than some
medical mumble jumble that vets used sometimes , This book will definitly be on the top shelf for
quick and easy reference , I have other books about meds but this is THE BEST !! If I could give 10
stars it would get 11 This book takes all the guess work out of administering as well as dosege for
different ages of horses.

Dr. Forney has written a book from which all horse-people can benefit. She lists all modern equine
medications, background information their dosages, side effects, as well as interactions with other
drugs. The uses, ages, and lifestyles of horses are taken into account for every medication. This
book is thoroughly informative, yet concise and easy to reference. Every horse owner or lover can
feel that they are better home-care-equine-nurses after reading this book.

This book is a "must have" for anyone owning horses. Packed with information from correct
dosages to side effects, it is written so that anyone can benefit from the information in it. Drugs are
listed by common name as well as medical name so its easy to find the information you need. I have
used it many times since it was given to me and I highly recommend it to everyone owing horses be one or 100.

Dr. Forney has written a book from which all horse-people can benefit. She lists all modern equine
medications, background information their dosages, side effects, as well as interactions with other
drugs. The uses, ages, and lifestyles of horses are taken into account for every medication. This
book is thoroughly informative, yet concise and easy to reference. Every horse owner or lover can
feel that they are better home-care-equine-nurses after reading this book.
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